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Abstract  

In this paper we briefly discuss two system prototypes that have been developed to improve search for environmental 
information through semantic technologies. While the HIPPOLYTOS prototype extends a specific, commercial data 
warehousing and spatial reporting system – disy CADENZA – in order to make search for structured, relational data 
easier, the SUI system implements a semantics-enabled search-broker approach for simultaneously accessing mani-
fold different target information systems in a comprehensive environmental information portal. Finally, we sketch 
the envisioned integration of HIPPOLYTOS as one such SUI target system.   

1. Overview 

The amount of publicly available data and information about the environmental sector in Europe is con-
tinuously growing and will further grow, as the European legislation pushes forward the freedom of in-
formation. However, the commercial and societal impact of such open environmental data is today still 
limited. This has probably a number of reasons, one of which is the largely intransparent access to com-
plex and massively distributed data and information bases, even when taking into account that many na-
tional initiatives aim at providing single points of access. This problem holds true for citizen and compa-
nies, but also even for public servants who have to analyse information from a different administrative 
topic and for public servants who work seldom with the data or who need a specific ad-hoc research. 
Hence, more user-friendly search interfaces covering a wide range of back-end systems could be very val-
uable in this area.   

In Computer Science, Semantic Technologies (Domingue et al 2011) are a longstanding research direc-
tion promising advanced functionalities for intelligent search, integration, and processing of Web-
accessible resources, based on the annotation of metadata which refer to conceptual domain models, so-
called ontologies (Staab/Studer 2009). Besides rich domain-specific background knowledge, ontologies 
for knowledge organization and human search and navigation often comprise a so-called lexical layer, 
which describes how the concepts are referred to by natural-language expressions (covering the variability 
of human language, addressing, e.g., synonymy, homonymy, or enabling multilingual knowledge access). 
In this paper, we present two complementary approaches illustrating how semantic technologies can be 
employed to improve search for environmental information. First, we present the HIPPOLYTOS research 
prototype which offers simple keyword search over complex relational data in a Spatial Data Warehouse. 
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HIPPOLYTOS is implemented on top of the CADENZA commercial tool suite for Spatial Data Ware-
housing and Spatial Reporting. Second, we present SUI, a semantics-enabled search-broker architecture 
for multi-source search over heterogeneous environmental information systems. Finally, we sketch how 
HIPPOLYTOS can – exemparily – be integrated into the SUI system. 

2. The HIPOLYTOS Search for Relational Data 

The objectives of the HIPPOLYTOS (Abecker et al 2011)5 research project can be summarized as follows:   
Realize a … concept-based access (simple, fulltext search query) … to structured data … kept in a Spa-
tial Data Warehouse  … in the application domain of environmental administration … without requiring 
the user to have detailed knowledge about application domain and data landscape. 

HIPPOLYTOS operates on structured (relational) data, not on Web documents, Web services, or al-
ready “triplified” data in a native Semantic Web format – like many “semantic search” projects. In par-
ticular, search over relational data normally cannot be directly mapped to full-text search (like in Web 
search engines operating on text documents); further, one is typically not interested in one specific data 
point or metered value, but rather in an analysis of a set of data values, a time series, comparisons of val-
ues, etc.  

The HIPPOLYTOS project settles upon the Spatial Data Warehouse and Spatial Reporting solution 
CADENZA6 which is offered by disy Informationssysteme GmbH. CADENZA is a middleware for build-
ing search, analysis, and visualization solutions for spatial and factual data. At its core stands a repository 
system, which manages the back-end data bases. CADENZA allows to configure so-called selectors, pre-
defined query templates which are designed by domain experts for specific analysis tasks. Selectors can be 
described with text metadata in the repository. They stand at the heart of many special applications that 
disy has built for environmental agencies and other public authorities. Selectors can be retrieved from the 
repository and evaluated against the actual databases, yielding up-to-date analysis results with actual data.  

For example, selectors could be implemented for the following purposes:  
− „Select Ozone concentration from the sensor station located in my garden, take the values of last 

three days, determine minimum, maximum and average values, and present them in a line diagram.“ 
− „Select Ozone concentration from the sensor station located at X, take the values of last three days, 

determine minimum, maximum and average values, and present them in a line diagram.“  
o here, a value for X must be given by the user at evaluation time when using this selector 

− „Select concentration of measure and Z from the sensor station located at X, take the values of last Y 
days, determine minimum, maximum and average values, and present them in a line diagram.“ 

o here, values for X, Y, Z must be given at query time when calling this selector 
− … 

In order to deliver commercially exploitable results, HIPPOLYTOS followed 4 major design goals: 
(1) Embeddability: Build conservative extensions of existing solutions which are highly interoperable 

with widespread solution approaches. 
To this end, the HIPPOLYTOS semantic search does not work directly on the data stored in the back-

end data bases, but retrieves CADENZA Selectors. In this way, (i) for experienced CADENZA users, the 
familiar way of working and user interaction of the system is mostly retained; (ii) the expert knowledge 
about data access, analysis and visualization that went already into the Selector definition, is fully exploit-
ed; (iii) the text metadata created for the Selector description can be the basis for the search index.  

                                                      
5 HIPPOLYTOS (running 07/2009 – 06/2011) has partially been funded by the German Federal Ministry of Econom-
ics and Technology (BMWi), as a part of the SME research track of the THESEUS research programme.   
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More concretely, a semantic index is created which extends the already existing full-text index for Se-
lector descriptions such that Selectors are not only indexed with the keywords directly occurring in their 
descriptions, but also (maybe with a lower relevance) with concepts and terms in a “semantic neighbour-
hood” (directly related narrower or more general terms, related terms, …) or in “lexical neighbourhood” 
(synonyms, …) – this is realized using the ontological background knowledge.    

(2) Minimum start-up and maintenance costs. 
To this end, it should first be noted again that adding semantic index entries for existing Selector de-

scriptions does already exploit pre-existing knowledge, namely the expert knowledge which went into the 
definition and free-text description of Selectors.   

Further, for avoiding the well-known knowledge-acquisition bottleneck of semantic technologies, we 
employ fully-automatic approaches wherever possible. In particular, we use existing domain-knowledge 
models instead of building a tailor-made ontology from scratch. For our purposes, a lightweight ontology, 
i.e. thesaurus knowledge represented in the SKOS format7, is sufficient: concretely, we experimented with 
the GEMET8 thesaurus. Also, the annotation of Selector descriptions with thesaurus concepts is not done 
manually, but with a fully-automatic heuristic algorithm (Nagypal 2007). Of course, all automatically cre-
ated annotations can be overwritten by hand.  

(3) Useability.  
The whole approach is extremely simple and easy to overview, most similar to the Google GUI. The 

visualization of the two highest-ranked search results on each results page in a live preview.  
(4) Scalability: The approach should be designed such that scaling up to large data volumes, many 

back-end data bases and many users will not required changing design decisions. 
To this end, the system’s search functionality is fully based upon the Apache LUCENE open source 

search-engine library which is proven to be highly scalable for conventional full-text search.9  We do not 
consult the ontology at query-time, but exploit background knowledge only for creating the semantic in-
dex. In that way, we materialize the possibly useful semantic inferences at indexing time.  
 

Fig. 1 illustrates the HIPPOLYTOS prototype: Assume the user poses a query for “Eisenschrott 
Ballungsraum Stuttgart” (“iron junk city region Stuttgart”). The system reasons as follows: 
− “Iron junk” is not a technical term in environmental information systems, but “recyclable fraction FE 

scrap” is – which is represented in the ontology, with “iron junk” as a synonymous wording. 
− The ontology also contains the taxonomic knowledge that “potential recyclables” is a super-concept of 

FE scrap and that “metal” is a super-concept of iron/FE whereas “waste” is a super-concept of scrap. 
− It also contains in its taxonomy the knowledge that “recyclable fraction Aluminium scrap” and “recy-

clable fraction glass” may be siblings to “recyclable fraction FE scrap” in the taxonomy. 
− Further, the lexical part of the ontology knows that “city region” is a synonym for “metropolitan re-

gion” or “urban agglomeration”, which is an informal term that can be mapped to several spatial inter-
pretations, such as the city of Stuttgart, the Stuttgart region constituted by 6 neighbouring administra-
tive districts, or the geographic area within a certain radius around Stuttgart city centre. 

Using this lexical and conceptual background knowledge, the system can identify a number of stored 
Selectors indicated in Fig. 1: at the top, the two highest-ranked Selectors are shown with a live preview of 
their results: (1) a map of the State of Baden-Württemberg where the city region of Stuttgart is located in, 

                                                      
7 See http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/ .  
8 GEMET, the GEneral Multilingual Environmental Thesaurus, developed for the European Environmental Agency 
(EEA), currently contains more than 6.000 general environmental topics, available in 27 languages. If we limit our-
selves to the German language, the UMTHES provides over 40.000 inter-linked topics with more than 30.000 Eng-
lish translations.  
9 See http://lucene.apache.org/ .  
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comparing the respective amounts of metal waste; (2) a line diagram showing the evolution of the amount 
of FE scrap over time, in the city of Stuttgart. Further, in the list of textually represented selectors, the top-
ranked ones are: (3) a comparison of the timely evolution of the amount of glass waste in the urban ag-
glomeration of Stuttgart; (4) a comparison of the timely evolution of the amount of Aluminium scrap in 
the urban agglomeration of Stuttgart. Now the user could select the most interesting Selectors with the 
most appropriate parameter settings, the respective queries would be sent to the back-end system and pro-
duce a map- or diagram- based results visualization as indicated in the preview at the top of the result list.  

 

 

Figure 1 
Highest-Ranked HIPPOLYTOS Search Results with Live Previews 

 
In general, the match between query concepts and semantic-annotation concepts for stored Selectors can 
be based on: 

o The subject matter of the Selector – e.g., there may be a Selector querying for the amount of cer-
tain recyclable materials [which is a parameter of this selector] in sorted waste of a given region 
[2nd parameter] in a given timeframe [3rd parameter] (here, a proximity match can be made with 
the “potential recyclables” concept in the set of super-concepts of the query concepts). 

o The co-domain of the Selector parameters – e.g., “FE” could be a parameter value for the 1st pa-
rameter of the example Selector above, and “Stuttgart” for the 2nd parameter. 

o The visualization or presentation type for the results – e.g., data value, data series, data table, 
map-based visualization, specific diagram type. For instance, if the query would contain terms like 
“comparison”, “trend”, or “distribution”, this could give hints to the expected kind of presentation.   

3. The SUI Semantic Search-Broker Architecture  

The SUI10 series of projects (Bügel et al 2010; Bügel et al 2011; Schlachter et al 2011) aims at the provi-
sion of accurate, comprehensive and condensed information contained in distributed environmental infor-

                                                      
10 SUI = “Semantische Suche in Umweltinformationssystemen” / Semantic Search in Environmental Information 
Systems; the SUI projects were run within the German environmental R&D cooperation network KEWA and were 
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mation systems via public search interfaces. It defines a “minimal-invasive” semantic-search architecture 
guided by the idea of a minimum of influence on already existing search infrastructures. Technically, SUI 
defines a semantics-enabled search-broker architecture for multi-source search over heterogeneous envi-
ronmental information systems (see Fig. 2), which has been implemented in a prototype for the Environ-
mental Information System (EIS) of Baden-Württemberg.  

 

 
SUI accepts queries from an end user, preprocesses them semantically, uses its knowledge about con-

nected target systems (a Google Search Appliance – GSA – is one of which playing a central role for text 
search) to dispatch queries to appropriate target systems and then mashes up the partial results in a unified 
result page.  

The core functionality of SUI is embedded in the semantics-enabled Search Broker, shown in Fig. 3 
which acts similar to a meta-search engine for the environmental portal. The search broker keeps semantic 
descriptions of the connected target systems thus being able to (i) send specific queries to the appropriate 
target systems which may be able to answer them; (ii) create the syntactically and semantically appropri-
ate query for each target system, based on the knowledge which kinds of parameters they expect; and (iii) 
process the different result formats correctly.  

In order to identify the intended semantics of a user query, the Search Broker employs a number of spe-
cialized plug-ins which can resolve spatial references (Gazetteer) and temporal terms in a query, and 
which associate environmental thematic issues contained in a query to the appopriate ontology elements. 

After preprocessing, the Search Broker queries the target systems for their respective result data. A 
mash-up component within the environmental portal is responsible for the presentation of search results. 

                                                                                                                                                                            
partially funded by the Baden-Württemberg State Ministry of the Environment, Climate Protection and the Energy 
Sector (Ministerium für Umwelt, Klima und Energiewirtschaft des Landes Baden-Württemberg). 

Figure 2 
Architecture of Portal „Umwelt-BW 3.0“ 
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Depending on the formats supplied, the portal may display them differently, but in an integrated results 
page (“Universal Search” approach). In the current prototype, a broad variety of formats can be repre-
sented adequately, e.g., map layers with nature reserves, measuring points as geo-point objects, full-text 
search results, tables, or multi-media data. 

 

 

Figure 3 
Internal Architecture of SUI Semantics-Enabled Search Broker  

4. Bringing Things Together: Status and Outlook  

Fig. 4 shows a part of the result-mashup page of the current SUI prototype. Directly below the query-input 
field is an information box which shows the ontology concepts identified in the natural-language query, as 
well as broader and narrower terms for manually refining the query. The rest of the window, except for the 
navigation area at the left-hand side, presents different kinds of result formats in different ways:  

− Geo data, can, for instance, be presented in a Web Map Client (as indicated at the bottom of 
the window excerpt shown in Figure 4)  

− Hyperlinks , for instance, shown as link lists 
− Tabular data or diagrams, may be converted to HTML before presentation 
− Text news (like RSS), e.g, in overview lists 
− HTML pages, HTML fragments or microformats , can be included at fixed places in the GUI 
− Results of fulltext  search, for instance, can be presented as result lists 

How could HIPPOLYTOS be most suitably integrated into this system? (1) From the GUI point of 
view, the answer is relatively simple: HIPPOLYTOS delivers results lists as link lists together with live 
previews of top-ranked Selectors. The easiest way would be a separate area in the GUI just rendering these 
results, just like a standard HIPPOLYTOS result page with reduced size. Alternatively, the live previews 
could be shown at a special place in the layout, e.g., in the right-hand pane, and the other links to Selectors 
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be shown in the middle of the screen, as an additional link list like the fulltext results, or merged with an-
other link list. Maybe the most interesting / appropriate way would be to include the HIPPOLYTOS re-
sults as a layer in the map-based presentation: if HIPPOLYTOS would deliver for each possible result a 
spatial reference (the city or region it refers to), one layer of the result-map could highlight these spatial 
references as POI-markers or highlighted area and then, when clicking or hovering the point/area, show  

 
Figure 4 

Result Mash-Up in SUI 
 

more information about the selector, e.g. its preview; one could even imagine to visualize all Selectors on 
the map by their preview pictures. (2) Technically, in the ideal case, each target system to be included in 
SUI should provide a generic search interface with the following features: 
1. It should describe its query format  that would ideally allow for the following search criteria: 

o Thematic search constraints (e.g., searching for nature protection areas, air pollution data, …) 
o Spatial search constraints (e.g., specified through coordinates, an administrative area, …) 
o Time-related search constraints (time point, time interval) 
o Further full-text or keyword search criteria further constraining the number of search results 

for a given thematic constraint (e.g., by giving the name of a protected area) 
2. It should specify the result format  both with respect to the technical format (e.g., text/html, applica-

tion/xml) and from the thematic point of view. The interface specification should allow for abstract as 
well as for very concrete formats such as:  

o RSS, GeoRSS, MediaRSS, or 
o Geo data formats like KML, WMS layer specifications, etc. 
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Unfortunately, nowadays, we can not yet expect many existing target systems to provide such an inter-
face. Typically, they offer a fulltext search which might be restrictable to certain thematic (sub-)areas. 
Nevertheless, for HIPPOLYTOS, all these kinds of search restrictions could be fruitfully exploited. Fur-
ther, during SUI, it turned out that the OpenSearch11 specification for search-engine interfaces, together 
with the OGC geospatial extension suggestion is an appropriate communication standard for SUI (Bügel et 
al 2010). Based on that, the HIPPOLYTOS search will soon deliver its results in the GeoRSS format12 
such that the last integration approach mentioned above (presenting HIPPOLYTOS selectors as points or 
regions in a Web-map) can be realized.  

So far, this integration is easy to realize; SUI will have access to HIPPOLYTOS like to any other target 
system, HIPPOLYTOS will fully profit by the semantic inferences possibly drawn in SUI for identifica-
tion of spatial or time constraints, or for query refinement or disambiguation with ontological background 
knowledge. If this SUI-sided semantic reasoning works very well, the HIPPOLYTOS-internal query inter-
pretation may become very simple or obsolete; if not, HIPPOLYTOS may compensate weaknesses of the 
preprocessing. However, the next step of semantic integration is not yet achieved which is indicated in 
Fig. 3 by the small, blue target-system extension “description of semantic model”. Currently, 
HIPPOLYTOS – like most other target systems – is considered as a black-box, the target-system descrip-
tion of which must be provided by hand, in particular the specification of the thematic areas that the actual 
HIPPOLYTOS instance can competently answer queries about. But HIPPOLYTOS, by analyzing its se-
mantic index, could know its area of competence and could expose this information with reference to the 
ontology employed internally. If this will be implemented in a future version, it is not only possible to 
have much less manual work for integrating such a system in a SUI-like service-oriented framework, but it 
would also be possible to employ explicit ontology-mapping techniques (Bügel et al 2011) in the case that 
the knowledge models of the query side and that of the target system would be different.   
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